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WHAT 
ADVERTISERS 
ARE ASKING:   

Q Is it POPIA compliant to do 
targeted advertising?

A  Are you familiar with the 
tale of Schrödinger’s cat 
used in quantum physics? 
Adapted for this context, 
it goes a little something 
like this: if you put an 
advertiser in a box with 
AdTech solutions and you 
seal the box, you would 
not know if the advertiser 
was POPIA compliant or 
not until you opened the 
box. So, until you open 
the box, the advertiser is 
(in a sense) both POPIA 
compliant and not POPIA 
compliant. 
 
In other words, targeted 
advertising can be POPIA 
compliant.

1 SCHRÖDINGER’S CAT 
AND HOW TO USE THIS 
DOCUMENT

How you should use this document  
(because TL;DR, right?):

• In UNDERSTANDING WHO IS RESPONSIBLE AKA HERDING CATS, 
we discuss who is responsible for complying with POPIA and what 
contracts you should have in place. 

• In USING MARKETING AND ADVERTISING SERVICE PROVIDERS, 
TOOLS AND PLATFORMS IN A POPIA COMPLIANT WAY , we guide 
you through deciding what needs to be on your cookie banner and 
privacy notices.

• In FROM POPIA TO PROFIT, we look at POPIA through another lens. 
Ask not what you can do for POPIA, but…

The purpose of this white paper is to help you understand how POPIA 
impacts (or doesn’t impact!), how you do targeted advertising, and what to 
ask your lawyers.

‘Judge, I promise 
I am here live, I 
am not a lawyer.’
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UNDERSTANDING 
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE, 
AKA HERDING CATS

This whole section is for the lawyers. In essence, it is about whether you 
must have an agreement with your marketing and advertising service 
providers2 and what must be in such3 agreement. 

2 Who are marketing and advertising service providers? This includes agencies, AdTech 
and MarTech platforms, tools, and software providers. Anyone involved in your marketing 
and advertising activities who are not your employee. We’ll just go ahead and call them 
service providers.

3 See? We speak lawyer too. 

2
Understanding who is responsible for what aspect of 
POPIA compliance can be like herding a clowder of cats. 

CURIOSITY 
KILLED THE CAT: 

Yes, the collective noun for 
cats is a ‘clowder’, ‘glare’ or 
‘clutter’. Wild cats are called a 
‘destruction’. The expression 
‘like herding cats’ comes from 
Monty Python’s Life of Brian 
(1979). The expression was 
confirmed in season 12, episode 
6 of Mythbusters (2014).1 We 
watched the episode and 
can confirm that it is a highly 
accurate reflection of what it is 
like to conclude data-sharing 
agreements. But, if you don’t 
herd them, the cats become 
wild and cause destruction. 

1 For the lawyers: The following 
are collective nouns for a group of 
lawyers: a disputation, an eloquence, 
a greed, a huddle or a quarrel. 
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2.1 An operator and a responsible party 
walk into a bar

When organisations process personal information together, the 
question is who is responsible for POPIA compliance. POPIA 
introduces the concept of the ‘responsible party’ (known in 
the EU GDPR as the ‘data controller’). As the name suggests, 
the responsible party is the organisation that controls or takes 
responsibility for decisions about what personal information 
will be processed and how. Organisations who process personal 
information on behalf of responsible parties are operators (‘data 
processers’ in the EU GDPR). They are processing on instruction.4 

The Information Regulator will hold the responsible party accountable, 
and the responsible party holds operators accountable. 

2.2 Many service providers have already herded 
these cats

Because these concepts already exist under the EU GDPR, most 
service providers have already identified who is who in the cattery 
in their standard terms.

We know it is excruciating, but read your contract with your service 
provider. They will often tell you when they are the responsible party 
(controller) and when they are an operator (processor).

If you don’t find anything in the contract, you can use this guide to 
identify who is who.

2.3 Sharing personal information with 
service providers

Many advertisers are as nervous as a cat in a room full of rocking 
chairs about sharing personal information with service providers 
because the personal information will be stored in another country. 
There have been a lot of rumours that POPIA requires that personal 
information must not leave South Africa. 

4 For the lawyers: You will find the definitions of ‘responsible party’ and ‘operator’ 
in section 1 of POPIA. They are very similar to the definitions in the EU GDPR. The 
European Data Protection Board’s Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller 
and Processor explains how these concepts are interpreted in the context of the 
EU GDPR. Available at https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/documents/public-
consultations/2020/guidelines-072020-concepts-controller-and_en.

WHAT ADVERTISERS 
ARE ASKING: 

Q Does POPIA allow us to share person-
al information with service providers?

A  POPIA doesn’t say anything 
specific about sharing personal 
information in general, but the 
principles do apply. How they 
apply will depend on whether the 
service provider is your operator or 
a responsible party. 
 
When the service provider is 
the operator: You can share the 
personal information so the 
service provider can perform 
the processing on your behalf5 
if there is a written agreement 
in place in which the service 
provider undertakes to keep the 
information secure.  
 
When the service provider is also 
a responsible party: Here, you can 
argue that sharing the information 
with the service provider is in your 
legitimate interest, or you can 
ask for the consumer’s consent 
to share the personal information 
with the service provider. We 
discuss how to choose between 
consent and legitimate interest in 
A guide to POPIA.6

5 For the lawyers: When a responsible party 
shares information with an operator, the 
operator essentially becomes an extension 
of the responsible party and piggybacks on 
whatever legal justification the responsible 
party is covered by. In this context either 
consent or legitimate interest. 

6 For the lawyers: To justify having this 
discussion, the information which is shared 
must be personal (identifiable). Let’s assume 
that it is. When the sharing of personal 
information with a service provider was 
one of the specified purposes for which the 
personal information was collected, you must 
rely on one of the grounds in section 11(1). In 
this case usually either legitimate interest or 
consent. If the sharing is for a new purpose, 
then it is further processing. 

https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/How-to-decide-who-is-accountable.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/documents/public-consultations/2020/guidelines-072020-concepts-controller-and_en
https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/documents/public-consultations/2020/guidelines-072020-concepts-controller-and_en
https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
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CURIOSITY 
KILLED THE CAT:

Did you know that POPIA 
says you can share personal 
information across borders?

A responsible party must ensure that POPIA is complied with wherever 
the information is stored, but that does not mean that the personal 
information must stay in South Africa. Here is how you could ensure that 
you remain POPIA compliant:

• Only send personal information to countries with data protection 
regulations that are substantially similar to POPIA: many service 
providers say that they will comply with the EU GDPR. As we discuss in 
A guide to POPIA, POPIA comes from the same litter as the EU GDPR, 
and the Information Regulator has already said that the two laws are 
‘substantially similar’. 7

• Sign an agreement with the service provider in which they undertake 
to comply with POPIA. 

• Ask consumers for consent to transfer the data to another country.

7 For the lawyers: Transborder information flows are dealt with in section 72 of POPIA. Nine 
times out of ten, the transfer will be allowed either because the country in question has 
substantially similar privacy laws, or because the organisation with whom the information 
is shared agrees to apply substantially similar protections. This is a controversial topic (it 
is what the famous Schrems cases were about). Is the EU GDPR substantially similar to 
POPIA? The Information Regulator seems to think so. In their media statement about 
Whatsapp, they said that ‘it remains the Regulator’s assertion that the Protection of 
Personal Information Act (POPIA) has a privacy regime which is very similar to the EU 
regime’. So there.

https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
https://www.justice.gov.za/inforeg/docs/ms/ms-20210513-WhatsAppPrivacyPolicy.pdf
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USING MARKETING AND 
ADVERTISING SERVICE 
PROVIDERS, TOOLS AND 
PLATFORMS IN A POPIA 
COMPLIANT WAY

3.1 TL;DR? Here is the short version

These are the specific things that advertisers must think about to market 
in a POPIA compliant way:

Think about… Here’s a hint!

What must be in your 
cookie banner

It depends on whether you are asking for 
consent (opt-in) or relying on legitimate 
interest (opt-out). POPIA allows you to 
choose!

Read about making this choice in A guide to 
POPIA. 

What must be in your 
cookie or privacy 
notice

Consumers mustn’t be surprised about what 
personal information you collect and what 
you use it for. 

Whether consumers 
can exercise their rights

Keep track of your information to answer 
consumers’ questions about what you know 
about them and what you do with that 
information. 

Have systems in place that ensure that 
consumers can opt out.

CURIOSITY 
KILLED THE CAT:

We’ve called the people you 
market to consumers. POPIA 
calls them data subjects - 
the person or organisation 
to whom the personal 
information relates. 

3

https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
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3.2 Cookie banners

These days you can’t swing a cat on the internet without hitting a cookie 
banner. If your website or app collects personal information using cookies (for 
example, Facebook pixels or GPT tags), you must tell consumers about it.

If you rely on consumer consent to collect personal information using 
cookies, you must have a process to capture consents before collecting 
personal information and provide the consumer with an easy way to 
withdraw consent. If you rely on your legitimate interests to collect 
personal information using cookies, you must allow consumers to object 
to the processing. 

You must be able to manage consents (opt-ins) and objections or 
consent withdrawals (opt-outs) precisely and without undue effort from 
the consumer (or yourself). You may be able to manage consent or 
objections through cookie consent tools and cookie banners. So, although 
a cookie banner and consent centre are not specific requirements of 
POPIA compliance, it may be the preferred way to manage consumers’ 
cookie preferences.

ASK YOUR 
LAWYER: 

Step 1 is to decide whether 
your organisation relies on 
consent or legitimate interest 
per activity – this determines 
whether it must be an opt-in 
or an opt-out cookie.

Some general DOs and DON’Ts for cookie banners: 

DO provide a reasonably detailed explanation of what cookies 
your website uses, what information these cookies collect, and 
what it is used for. You need to provide enough information to 
the consumer so they can make an informed choice to accept 
cookies on your website

DO tell consumers who you share their information with, e.g. 
Google, Meta, data analytics providers or other service providers. 

DO include a link to your website privacy and cookie notices. 

DON’T bundle your cookie banner with your general website T&Cs 
or your privacy notice. Your cookie banner must be completely 
separate – you can’t just sneak the cookie banner in anywhere. 
In addition, website users must be able to opt-in or opt-out of 
cookies on your website entirely separately from any other T&Cs.  

https://novcon.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/A-guide-to-POPIA.pdf
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 DOs and DON’Ts for opt-in cookie banners: 

DO provide a way for website users to accept or reject cookies. 
This can be done by providing a link to where website users can 
manage their cookie preferences and set them to ‘on’ or ‘off’ as 
they choose. 

DON’T have a pre-ticked box. Instead, set the default preference 
for these cookies to ‘off’ (like in this picture), so the website user 
can switch their preference to ‘on’ if they accept the cookies. 

DON’T have a cookie wall. Cookie walls force website users to 
accept cookies before browsing your website. Cookie walls are 
unfriendly and have been declared illegal in the EU.8

 DOs and DON’Ts for opt-out cookie banners: 

DO provide a clear, easy way for website users to reject the use of 
cookies (opt-out). 

DON’T hide information about the right to opt-out and how to 
do it.

FOR THE LAWYERS: 
 
We based these general DOs and DON’Ts on advice from different 
information regulators worldwide on what should and should not be 
in cookie banners. Remember, POPIA is a lot less strict about cookies 
than other data privacy laws, so these general DOs and DON’Ts are more 
lenient than the advice given by other information regulators.9 

3.3 Must you have a cookie or privacy notice?

You must be transparent about what cookies you use and how you will use 
the personal information you collect. Hiding this information in a website 
privacy notice or cookie notice without bringing it to the attention of the 
data subject will probably not be enough if you are using intrusive cookies. 

8 See the European Data Protection Board Guidelines 05/2020 on consent under Regulation 
2016/679 at paragraphs 39 -41. Available at edpb_guidelines_202005_consent_en.pdf 
(europa.eu).

9 For the lawyers: This is a handy summary on all the different guidelines: https://www.
cookiepro.com/knowledge/cookie-banner-guidelines/.

WHAT 
ADVERTISERS 
ARE ASKING: 

Q Give us a POPIA compliant 
privacy and cookie notice 
template.

A Sorry, we can’t. Laws 
across countries vary, and 
organisations each have 
their data processing 
practices. No one size fits 
all template exists. We 
can only provide some 
guidance and maybe even 
some inspiration in this 
document. And cats. 

https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_202005_consent_en.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_202005_consent_en.pdf
https://www.cookiepro.com/knowledge/cookie-banner-guidelines/
https://www.cookiepro.com/knowledge/cookie-banner-guidelines/
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Despite the wave of data privacy regulations enacted over the past few 
years, the magic word in marketing, according to McKinsey and Deloitte, is 
‘personalisation’.10 Google it, and you’ll find survey after survey saying how 
much consumers want a personalised user experience from companies. 
Consumers are willing to give up their personal information to have this 
personalised user experience. In 2020, Forbes wrote a fantastic article that 
provided some fascinating statistics. Here are the highlights:11 

Hermann von Helmholtz  
(aka Zazzles, because 
he is so Zazzy): When 
customers receive 
transparent ads based 
on their activity on a site, 
the product’s revenue 
grows by 38% (Harvard 
Business Review)

10 An interesting read: See https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/
personalizing-the-customer-experience-driving-differentiation-in-retail and https://www2.
deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/us164911_gmt_2022_master/DI_2022-Global-
Marketing-Trends.pdf. 

11 An interesting read: See https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/02/18/50-stats-
showing-the-power-of-personalization/?sh=707d62842a94.

FROM POPIA 
TO PROFIT4

Enrico Fermi:  
91% of consumers say 
they are more likely 
to shop with brands 
that provide offers and 
recommendations that 
are relevant to them 
(Accenture)

Richard Feynman:  
83% of consumers are 

willing to share their data to 
create a more personalised 

experience (Accenture) 

Edward Teller:  
64% of consumers are okay with 

retailers saving their purchase history 
and preferences if it allows them to offer 

more personalised experiences  
(BRP Consulting)

Otto Frisch:  
73% of consumers say 
a business has never 
communicated with them 
online in a way that felt too 
personalised or invasive 
(Accenture)

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/personalizing-the-customer-experience-driving-differentiation-in-retail
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/personalizing-the-customer-experience-driving-differentiation-in-retail
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/us164911_gmt_2022_master/DI_2022-Global-Marketing-Trends.pdf 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/us164911_gmt_2022_master/DI_2022-Global-Marketing-Trends.pdf 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/articles/us164911_gmt_2022_master/DI_2022-Global-Marketing-Trends.pdf 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/02/18/50-stats-showing-the-power-of-personalization/?sh=707d62842a94
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/02/18/50-stats-showing-the-power-of-personalization/?sh=707d62842a94
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But it is not all good news. We are also witnessing the rise of the 
privacy actives.12 

I Care

I care about data 
privacy

I care about 
protecting others

I want more control

and 
I’m willing to act

I am willing to spend 
time and money to 

protect data

This is a buying 
factor for me

I expect to pay more

and 
I’ve acted

I have switched 
companies or 

providers over their 
data policies or data 

sharing practices

Privacy 
Actives

The Privacy Actives Segment

86% 79% 47% 32%

Source: Cisco Consumer Privacy Study - 2021

 

72% of Americans feel that almost all of what they do online is tracked by 
advertisers, technology firms or other companies, and 81% say that the 
potential risks they face because of data collection outweigh the benefits, 
according to a study by Pew Research Center.13 

It is also raining cats and privacy court cases. So, it is no wonder that the 
third-party cookie is on its 8th life, with Google, Mozilla and Apple taking 
steps to eliminate it. Marketing is changing...14

‘The companies most adaptable to change will thrive. Businesses with a 
well-funded value proposition and insightful campaign planning will have 
a clear edge over those who’ve historically been reliant on simply hitting 
enough eyeballs to make the numbers work. It is Darwinian Theory applied 
to marketers. ’ - Gee Ranasinha, CEO of Kexino 

You can turn POPIA into profit by appealing to the privacy actives. As far 
as target audiences go, they’re the cat’s meow. They are young, rich, online 
shoppers, early tech adopters, and frequent social media users. So instead 
of thinking about cookie banners and privacy notices as a compliance 
chore, think about embedding privacy in the overall customer experience 
and closing the transparency gap. 

12 An interesting read: According to CISCO in a 2021 survey, 47% of respondents who said they 
care about privacy, are willing to act, and have done so by switching companies or providers 
over data or data-sharing policies. See https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_
business/trust-center/docs/cisco-cybersecurity-series-2021-cps.pdf.

13 Interesting read: The Pew Research Center report on Americans and Privacy: Concerned, 
Confused and Feeling Lack of Control over their Personal Information, 15 November 2019. 
Available at  https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/15/americans-and-privacy-
concerned-confused-and-feeling-lack-of-control-over-their-personal-information/.

14 Interesting read: Read more about meeting customers in a cookieless world here: https://
www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-
marketing-trends/2022/the-future-of-marketing-in-a-third-party-cookieless-world.html. 

AN INTERESTING 
READ: 

Harvard Business Review: 
Do you care about privacy as 
much as your customers do?, 
28 January 2020. Available at 
https://hbr.org/2020/01/do-
you-care-about-privacy-as-
much-as-your-customers-do.

Can’t see where 
this must link to?

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/trust-center/docs/cisco-cybersecurity-series-2021-cps.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/trust-center/docs/cisco-cybersecurity-series-2021-cps.pdf
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/15/americans-and-privacy-concerned-confused-and-feeling-lack-of-control-over-their-personal-information/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/15/americans-and-privacy-concerned-confused-and-feeling-lack-of-control-over-their-personal-information/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-marketing-trends/2022/the-future-of-marketing-in-a-third-party-cookieless-world.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-marketing-trends/2022/the-future-of-marketing-in-a-third-party-cookieless-world.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-marketing-trends/2022/the-future-of-marketing-in-a-third-party-cookieless-world.html
https://hbr.org/2020/01/do-you-care-about-privacy-as-much-as-your-customers-do
https://hbr.org/2020/01/do-you-care-about-privacy-as-much-as-your-customers-do
https://hbr.org/2020/01/do-you-care-about-privacy-as-much-as-your-customers-do
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Here are some things to consider:
• Most marketing and advertising tools have privacy controls. Review 

your setup and choose stricter controls where appropriate. 

• When designing your cookie banners and notices, don’t just think 
about POPIA. Also, apply sound UX principles and a liberal dose of 
creativity. We gave some pointers in Must you have a cookie or privacy 
notice? but here are some great examples. Warning: Be careful to 
adjust the wording depending on whether the organisation relies on 
consent or legitimate interest. 

• Be first to the first-party data party. A 2021 study by Deloitte found 
that 61% of high-growth companies are shifting to a first-party data 
strategy, giving customers more agency with their data. 

And there you have it. If you have any questions, you know where to find us. 
May the odds be ever in your favour.

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-marketing-trends/2022/the-future-of-marketing-in-a-third-party-cookieless-world.html
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ABOUT NOVATION 
CONSULTING5
We’re a unique interdisciplinary gang of rehabilitated lawyers, change 
managers, design thinkers, information designers, risk managers, chaos 
pilots and troublemakers. We combine our powers to design legal, 
compliance and risk management solutions that make sense. We turn 
compliance on its head, shake the nonsense out of its pockets and present 
it in a fresh and exciting way. 

Here is what we spend most of our time on: 

• We create customer terms & conditions that people actually want 
to read. In the process, we make sure that organisations treat their 
customers fairly. 

• We help organisations to manage their commercial contracts and to 
build relationships that are based on trust and understanding (and a 
little bit of tenderness). We create awesome templates, negotiation 
and drafting playbooks with a light sprinkling of appropriate tech.

• We  policies. Done well they can increase efficiency, improve 
teamwork, establish culture and protect everybody. What’s the point 
of shelling out vast amounts of money on a set of policies, procedures 
or guidelines only to have them gather dust in a drawer somewhere? If 
it’s not read, it’s dead, we say.

• We do legal, risk and compliance interventions. Are you wondering 
why people hate legal, compliance and risk management? We 
can help diagnose the problem and fix it. We refer to this as our 
#complianoscopy service. It’s a thing. 

• Information governance and data protection is our passion. It involves 
many things we love, like improving processes, getting the most out of 
your data and big, hairy change management problems. From getting 
buy-in, to policy development and kick-ass training. We do it all.

Connect with @Novcon on LinkedIn, or check out www.novcon.co.za.

https://novcon.co.za/2019/06/07/why-your-legal-and-compliance-teams-need-a-complianoscopy/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/novcon
http://www.novcon.co.za

